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THE FINAL LINE

	The final line

Every opportunity, to have a say in what our future will be/ is soon to be gone forever! Because once this planet in ignited with sun

fire/ or once nature has been mutilated beyond repair or survival/ or once the resource base, chains of life, environment, oceans, and

so on are essentially destroyed. There is NO GOING BACK. Consequently you cannot wait to see, if disaster occurs and then do

something about it. INSTEAD you must see the disaster coming, and do everything you can to stop that, so we all DON'T simply die

a horrible death.

To attain that influence over our lives and our time; we must communicate as ?we the people of earth?. To accomplish that demand,

IT IS ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY; for a mass of people to stand outside the media door. In all its compositions and ways, from

international television/ to the smallest church newspapers, and everything in between: TO DEMAND, that we the people SHALL

HAVE RIGHTS. Use your voice, pay your money, MAKE A DIFFERENCE to save your world, your child, and your future from

HELL. BECAUSE IF YOU DON'T, the consequences will be horrendous for all life, and YOU too. This arrogance of a few people/

this failure of a few leaders: CAN BE SMASHED, ?like a bug?. We are over 7.2 billion people/ and WE HAVE RIGHTS. Fear is

worthless/ FIGHT FOR YOUR WORLD! OR YOU WILL LOSE IT, because these so called science experiments: CANNOT be

undone. Think about what it means to then BE WRONG. OR, as in the most obvious; if a ten million degree fire, just like on the sun

DOES NOT simply extinguish itself (not enough gravity here, they say). Then the whole world burns, ?just like the sun?. How is

that not your concern. Find YOUR courage, and do whatever you can do. Such as in the court, forcing the media to report (they want

to wait for their god, ?university? to be proven correct) WHAT IT MEANS, when they are proven wrong instead! Identifying for

power stations, our reality/ their truth: as in cut off their power. Demanding of all government, both small and large: YOU SHALL

NOT gamble with our lives. Refusing taxation, to destroy a world; thereby proving their shall be consequences one way or the other.

And so on.

ACCEPT AS TRUE!

Among those rights are: WE THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES, in order: ?to form a more perfect union, establish justice,

insure domestic tranquillity, provide for the common defense, promote the general welfare, and secure the blessings of liberty to

ourselves and our posterity; do ordain and establish this constitution (agreement between ourselves) for the United States of America

(our government, by these words).?

Among those rights identified: within constitutional amendments: one, ?.... the right of the people to peaceably assemble and to

petition the government for a redress of grievances.?

Article four: ?the right of the people to be secure in their persons, .......?

Article six ?...to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor, and to have the assistance of counsel for his defense.

Article seven ?....where the value in controversy shall exceed twenty dollars, the right of trial by jury shall be preserved........by the

rules of common law.?

Article thirteen ?Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude.....shall exist.

Article fourteen ?......Nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws?...?

Article fifteen ?The right of citizens of the United States to vote, shall not be denied or abridged......?

The authority of WE, the people as a democracy extends to the enforcement of the constitution itself, upon our employees. As

identified and established, that begins most clearly: in the words of article 3 section one. ?....the judges, both of the supreme and

inferior courts, shall hold their offices during good behavior......? OR MORE CLEARLY, NOT BAD!

The authority of we the people demands: no court shall escape/ no judiciary shall be excused. WE WILL PROTECT OURSELVES,

from CLEAR terrorism/ by removing you; by imprisoning you; by convicting you the judge who refuses our need, and our legal

right of protection; to take you into prison, and abandon you there! For a failure so extreme, you allow every life on this planet: to be

a life or death, ?university toy?! OUR LEGAL AUTHORITY to decide by vote anything which risks our lives, our nation, your

children, and our future. Our legal right to KNOW, as is governed by ?the free press? that has been dissolved: because of supreme

court tyranny and criminal involvement in the destruction of democracy itself.

In legal terms a cause is that which effects a result. 169 F 2d 203, 206. The direct cause of our right, to have the law protect us is

identified above: the consequence of these things, 6 NE 2d 879, 881 that ?a university diploma? has done/ and is doing. DOES
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represent a violation of this constitutional preamble; stated on top. Establishing realties that are clearly death to all life on earth.

THEY HAVE NO RIGHT, to gamble with our lives. They have no right, to assume a ten million degree fire, will just extinguish

itself. Or their own religion of evolution has a right or basis in fact/ as no fact exists. Using that religion to mutilate nature and life

on earth; is criminal trespass on nature itself. Or that the truth of our own existence as humanity on earth; can simply be discarded.

Nor do they have the right to counterfeit our money, for their fantasies and purposes beyond a value for the whole.

They have no substance or complaint to be filed: because their claim is, ?no BAD consequences exist to their delusions or deliberate

actions from which we cannot survive?. They have attempted mass murder, and are deliberately using terrorist intent; to destroy our

lives, our planet, our nature, and every child in existence or from the future. These things SHALL be investigated/ examined for

truth and reality/ And determined by the people themselves by vote; if it is worth the risk. So says the law of this USA. See above.

The courts have an intervening cause, to stops such terrorism. Without doubt or reference, a legal obligation. Without consent to any

other legal reality, democracy shall be protected; and they refused, throughout the entire US judiciary. A proven fact.

Proximate cause remains today; as the need to interfere with criminal actions that clearly establish terrorism and attempted murder

upon this entire planet, of life. There are consequences to ignorance, stupidity, delusions, failure, fantasy, theft, arrogance beyond

pride, and realities that cannot be undone. They have no right to gamble with all life on earth/ for any cause. Particularly NOT

without true examination of the facts, and legal authority from the owners of this nation; as is WE THE PEOPLE. Discarding at this

time, any and all assumptions of, these ?leaders to hell?. 323 P 2d 108, 114. The reality of 3 lasers that can initiate world war 3/

through the use of 1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 electrical watts of power

instantaneously combining at the speed of light, times 3 in one cubic yard of space. As is consistent with 3 million of the largest

lightning bolts possible all hitting the same spot and the same instance. Or even less. DOES NOT, conceive of a remote chance to

cause ?consequences?! This is near certainty; death for our planet, which include ignition of the same fire here as on the sun. The

superceding cause of all this potential injury and death; is an extreme ARROGANCE filled with fantasy. This is an absolute failure

to accept TRUTH MUST LEAD, as is consistent with all survival/ which DOES mean; your want is irrelevant, or it is death to OUR

world. That is an ILLEGAL action being taken today, in full view of the court, and with the leadership of fools, assisting TRUE

WORLD TERRORISM, with our money.

Reality knows: I have been fully and completely rejected, by the courts, media, leadership, and more. The cult of university controls

it all. Which means having ?nursed you, with information; WE MUST STOP THIS? for forty years. It is now your turn to grow up/

or die. You are thrown out; you are going to live or die, by the choices FOR LIFE, PEACE, HAPPINESS, HEALTH, and everything

else of value that you do or do not make for this world.
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